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WIDE: A woman, standing

clenched, twisted, stressed.

She tucks hair behind her

ears, rubs the back of her

neck. A fat, lone, grey cloud

hangs over her head. She’s

standing on -- a platform, an

island, a floating rock, or

perhaps inside a gaping "jaw"

-- one of these options to

signify stress.

Stalks jut up from beneath

frame, producing budding

representations of TERPENES

-- there are a number of them

in the "garden" that has now

presented itself.

V.O.

The world of cannabis is growing,

beyond the research of cannabinoids

into the exciting land of terpenes.

There is no systematic order

to the terpenes’ pattern,

but they have surrounded the

woman, comforting her.

V.O.

The beauty of terpenes lie in their

unique smell, flavor profiles, and

their effects.

MEDIUM: The woman finds

herself amidst the garden

of terpenes, still tucking

strands of hair behind her

ears, stressed, looking at

each one.

V.O.

Some help with sleep, some help with

concentration.

CLOSE UP: One of our

terpenes: LIMONENE, sitting a

bit higher than the others.

It is a swirl of chartreuse

greens and yellows -- citrus.

Woman’s hand comes into

frame, plucks it from the

stalk.

V.O.

Here we have limonene.

CRASH ZOOM: Into the terpene

in the woman’s hand.

WIDE: A place with stark

white accompanied by several

floating, two-dimensional,

translucent, citrus circles

(think animated polka dots)

-- all rising. Woman pops

into existence; the cloud is

still above her head.

V.O.

Breathe in.

SFX

Wind. Inhalation.

V.O.

That’s it; smell it. Sweet and sour

lemon, earth, and (lemony) pine.
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COWBOY SHOT: Woman takes her

hands from the side of her

face, stretches them away

from her head and puts her

arms out to the side, hands

at waist-level. The circles

float around her, not making

contact... yet...

PUSH IN TO: A color circle

passes through the woman’s

hand. As it pushes on the

palm, the palm rises.

V.O.

Limonene has anti-bacterial

properties...

BACK OUT, THEN PUSH INTO: A

circle passing through her

feet. She bounces.

BACK OUT, THEN PUSH INTO:

A circle passing over her

mid-section (then CU: She

burps it out?)

V.O.

... the potential to relieve

heartburn...

BACK OUT, THEN PUSH INTO: a

circle passing through her

chin and out the top of her

head. Her head lifts.

V.O.

... limonene also offers therapeutic

elements, like mood elevation...

CLOSE UP: Woman’s mouth rises

-- expression of relief.

V.O.

... and stress relief.

WIDE: The colors flow through

her. With each passing

color, she begins to unravel

from her stressed state of

being.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: The cloud

above her head scuttles off.

V.O.

Yeah, beat it.


